Abstract. Priorities are used to control the execution of systems to meet given requirements for optimal use of resources, e.g., by using scheduling policies. For distributed systems it is hard to find efficient implementations for priorities; because they express constraints on global states, their implementation may incur considerable overhead.
Introduction
Executing transitions according to a priority policy is complicated when each process has a limited view of the situation of the rest of the system. Such limited local information can be described as the knowledge that processes have at each point of the execution [3, 4] . Separating the design of the system into a transition system and a set of priorities can be a very powerful tool [6] , yet quite challenging to implement [1] . Our solution for implementing priorities is based on model checking [2,11] of knowledge properties [10] . This analysis checks which processes possess knowledge about having a maximal priority transition enabled at the current state.
The information gathered during the model checking stage is used as a basis for a program transformation. It produces a new program without priorities, which implements or at least approximates the prioritized behaviors of the old program. At runtime, processes consult some table, constructed based upon the apriory model checking analysis, that tells them, depending on the current local information, whether a current enabled transition has a maximal priority and thus can be immediately executed. This transformation only blocks some of the transitions, based on the precalculated table. Thus, it does not introduce any new executions or deadlocks, and consequently preserves all the linear temporal logic properties [9] of the system. For states where no process can locally know about having a maximal priority transition, we suggest several options. One solution is to put some semi-global observers that can observe the combined situation of several processes, obtaining in this way more knowledge regarding which process has a transition with maximal priority. Another possibility is to relax the priority policy, and allow a good approximation. The priorities discussed in this paper are inspired by the BIP system (Behavior Interaction Priority) [6] .
Preliminaries
The model used in this paper is Petri Nets. This model has a visual representation that is helpful in presenting our examples. In addition, this model is very close to the BIP model. The method and algorithms developed here can equally apply to other models, e.g., transition systems, communicating automata, etc.
Definition 1. A Petri Net N is a tuple (P, T, E, s 0 ) where
-P is a finite set of places. The states are defined as S = 2 P . -T is a finite set of transitions.
is a bipartite relation between the places and the transitions.
For a transition t ∈ T , we define the set of input places
• t as {p ∈ P |(p, t) ∈ E}, and output places t Visually, transitions are represented as lines, places as circles, and the relation E is represented using arrows. In Figure 1 , there are places p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p 7 and transitions t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , t 4 . We depict a state by putting full circles, called tokens, inside the places of that state. In the example in Figure 1 , the initial state s 0 is {p 1 , p 2 , p 7 }. The transitions that are enabled from the initial state are a and b. If we fire transition a from the initial state, the tokens from p 1 and p 7 will be removed, and a token will be placed in p 3 . In the Petri Net in Figure 1 , all the transitions are dependent on each other, since they all involve the place p 7 . Removing p 7 , as in Figure 2 , makes both a and c become independent on both b and d.
